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Abstract
Object-oriented database systems (ooD8Ss) are supposed to offer at least the functionality
available in commercial relational DBSs of today. One important consequence of this is
that ooDBSs have to provide a separation of the global (conceptual) database schema from
a particular task's individual external schema ("subschema"). This is more than just an
"upward compatibility" argument, there are good reasons for views in ooDBSs: among them
are support for multiple levels of detail. security and authorization, and database support in a
heterogeneous environment, to name just a few . In a relational DBS , views are the means by
which such external schemata are derived from the logical database schema: a query defines
the extent of the view-relation. In the relational context. views can not be freely updated. We
describe an object model and query language that provides view definition capabilities and
show that updating object views is much more feasible than in the case of relational views.
The key property of the query language operators leading to this result is object preservation.
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1 Introduction

number of them mentions views at all. Some do list view definition capHbilities as an objective
in the design of their query language. but either fail

1.1 Motivation

to

fulfill their own requirements. or simply

do not refer back to the problem after describing the query language. If present, then the

In an object-oriented database system (like in any other DBS) typical applications will be

treatment of views is incomplete or subject to several limitations. We want to improve on

faced with a global database schema exceeding the size that is manageable as a whole in a

that. In this paper we describe a query lan guage for an object model with particular emphasis

reasonable way by any particular application task. Reducing the complexity of a user's/an

on its suitability for view definitions, and on the updatability of views. The latter is a difficult

application's perception of the database by screening out irrelevant details can be achieved

problem in relational databases, where only certain restricted views can be updated at all, and

by letting the user work on only a pan of the database, that is. on a subschema. Security

even for them, some updates are usually nOl allowed (see [KS86] for a survey).

and authorization control also call for defining subschemas of the global schema. That is,
not every user is typically pemlitted to access andlor modify all data, so only part of the
database is made visible in the task's subschema. If the database is used as a common data
server in a heterogeneous environment of tool s. views may also serve to customize an offthe-shelf tool's interface to the database. such that different tools may have their individual

We will briefly summarize the discussion of views in ooDBSs that we found in [HZ88,
Kim89, ASL89, Day89). Kim I KimR91 emphasizes the importance of what he calls the
"closure property" of the query language , that is. the need 10 specify precisely what the result
of a query is, in terms of where it belongs in the object lattice. The reason being that, once
we want to use queries for view definitions , their result should be shown in the object lattice.

view onto the common data. Generally, database systems' functionality that is independent of
the particular data model should be kept when moving towards the new frontiers of ooDBSs.
Even though views are nO! exactly

illder}{~lIdellf

of the data model, as we will see below, their

contribution to the goal of data independence can not be dispensed with. So, in summing
up, there are at least the following four sorts of rea sons why to support view capabilities in
an object-oriented database system:

1.

2.

Technically, we find the solutiolls presented there insufficient, since each query result is made
a direct subclass of "Object", the root of the lanice. Furthermore, as soon as the result is
nO! just displayed, but further manipulated. e.g., stored (as a sllapshOl). new result objects
are created. Therefore, it seems difficult . if not impossible,

to

use queries as view definitions

for object identity is not preserved, such that updates 10 base objects via views would be
impossible or at least require additional tricks (such as keeping the original internal Old as

size of the global database schema

an 'attribute' of the newly generated object). Our approach will introduce object preserving

Gust for manageability we may need to split into smaller pieces);

semantics of the query language, thus avoiding the problem. A prerequisite for doing so is

authorization

that objects may be considered instances of more than one type (and members of more than

(show only relevant data. that is, restrict access by visibility)

one class). This, however. is not allowed in Kim's model. Besides this technical critique,

3.

integration in a heterogeneous environment

we found that the paper does not mention view support any further than just as a motivation

(provide customized 'data models' for different clients)

in the introduction.

4.

"upward compatibility"

Views are also discussed in the work of Heiler and Zdonik [HZ88). They do permit

(views have proven useful in relational DI3Ss, ooDBSs are supposed to extend the
functionality of RDBSs)

objects to be instances of Illultiple types. The message of the paper is that each type an
object 'has' is a particular view onto the object. Since types determine the set of operations
that can be performed on the object, each type is in fact a view, provided that type checking

1.2 Related Work

can be bound to specific types of an object. That is, when an object
There is large consensus that views shou ld be definable in an ooDBS, just like in all the
commercially available relational DflSs. As ooDBSs are a quite novel area of research, we
can not judge on existing ooDBSs , but have to refer to the literature on object-oriented data
models instead. Not surprisingly.

th er~

is a real

HUlTY

of them . However, only a very small

0

is 'viewed' as an

instance of type T, then only the functions defined for T are applicable; the functions defined
for the other types of

0

are hidden. In the discussion of query language operations, however,

the paper puts no specific emphasis on views. We also allow objects to have multiple types,
furthermore, we carefully analyze the effects of query language operations on the types (and
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classes) of the affected objects. Thus. in our approach, arbitrary queries can be used as view

1_3 Our Approach

definitions.

The key idea leading to a fully flexible view definition capability in our object query language

The object model and query language of OODAPLEX, as described by Dayal [Day89],

is to make the operations object pre.l'ervill}.l . That is, the objects contained in the result of a

is closest to our approach. In OODAPLEX the capability of using queries as view definitions

query are the input objects, as opposed to generating new objects (i.e., new OIds) in a query

is recognized as important. The definition of the object query language found there lacks

result. Object preservation is important because it makes update propagation easy. If a view

a detailed analysis of the view definition aspects. Dayal discusses two possible semantics

is defined via a query, the view-objects are actually base-objects. In the context of views

for views:

there are two directions for update propagation:

1.

1.

2.

an "independent" semantics, where the query defining the view is used to obtain the

Updates on base objects are reflected in views; this distinguishes views from snapshots,

"initial extent" of the view only. That is, afterwards the view and the underlying base

where copies of the base objects are taken at the time of query evaluation and the copies

classes can develop, i.e., be modified, independently. In this case, view objects would

are kept independent of the base objects from then on (cf. the first view semantics of

have to be new objects, that is, object identity could (and must) not be preserved.

Dayal).

the usual semantics, namely, that the query is eXlelll-defilling for the view. Then operations
on the view are actually performed on the original base objects.

For this kind of

2.

Updates on view objects should propagate to the underlying base objects where possible;
this view update problem is known

to

be difficult in the relational context, since there

semantics, we need the "link" between the base and the view objects, i.e., we need

"object identity" is tied to key attribute values, so only views containing the key may

object preservation.

eventually be updated.

Our approach is similar to the conclusions drawn there, namely that the second alternative

Updating objects in a view defined by an object preserving query is strJightforward, since the

is the one that should be pursued. The problem of updates via views is not investigated in

view objects are the base objects. Part icularl y noticeable is that object preserving semantics

[Oay89] neither the placement of results in the object lattice.
The query language OQL of Alashqur, Su, and Lam IASL89] exhibits some of the features
that have been considered important in the design of our model too. Especially the close

can be given to all operations, including joins and complex expressions, thus not limiting the
expressive power of the query language permitted in view definitions. A prerequisite for this,
however, is to allow objects to be instances of multiple types.

relationship to complex object or nested relational models. This fact is reflected in the nested

We present our results in the context of a particular object model, COCOON. Even though

structure of their query language, and in the feature to define hierarchical output formats

object models usually differ quite a lot in the particular terminology used or in several details,

(nested relations) when displaying results of OQL queries. OQL also provides some of the

there is broad consensus on the high-level concepts that should be provided. The object model

necessary functionality to support views, even though they do not mention them explicitly.

we use is fairly standard, so the result s can be interpreted and adopted to other models as

For instance, a particular subgraph of the object graph can be identified before a query is

well. Some of the details, such as objects with multiple types, are crucial, however. Without

formulated. This is quite similar to defining a subschema of the database schema. Updates,

these, the overall technique will not apply.

however, are not considered there.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we review the object

A recently published object algebra by Shaw and Zdonik [SZ89], while being fairly

model. First we summarize the basic concepts of the model and then focus on the object

similar syntactically and structurally to our query language, does not contain any means for

preserving semantics of the query language operators. The analysis comprises selections,

defining views. As an algebra, this might not be too surprising but rather considered part of a

projections, extend operators and joins, as well as update operators. Section 3 shows how to

forthcoming user query language design. However, the algebra inherently bears the problem

define views by queries. how to classify them into the object lattice, and analyzes the ways

of having object generating semantics, that is, the result of any algebraic query consists of

in which updates can be performed on views. This is illustrated by representative examples.

newly generated objects.

Finally, we summarize our approach in Section 4.
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2 An Object Model
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Notice, that in Section 2.3 we di stin gui sh retrieval functions from me/hods that are func-

In this section we first sketch the basic concepts of the COCOON model as described in
[SS90a, SS90b) . Essentiall y, the COCOON mode l is an object-function-model (cf. [WLH90,
DMB+87, Day89)). Its constituents are ohjec/s, fUll ctions, types and classes. The query
language, COOL, offers object-preserving as well as object-generating operators. For this
paper, we concentrate on the fonn er. The key objective in the design of COOL was its
set-oriented, descriptive characteristics, similar to a (nested) relational query language.

tions with side-effects. Until then. and unl ess stated otherwise, all functions are considered
side-effect free.
Types

describe the common interface of all instances of that type , that is, the collection

of applicable functions . The definition of a type consists of a type name and, optionally, a
set of functions. The following example defines a type CompallyT with two functions staff
and location:
type CompanyT is_3 ObjeclT =
staff : set_of II :ml Employee"'.

2.1 Basic Concepts

loealion : CiIY1':

are instances of abstract data types (ADTs). They can be manipulated only by

Objects

means of their interface, a set of fun ctions. Object identity is maintained by the system , we
can think of internal identifiers (Old.l') used for referencing objects.

Every type must be derived from one or more other types, except for type ObjectT which is
the top of the type lattice (see below).
Subtyping.

If type BT is defined as a .I'lIhtyp e of type AT then all instances b of BT are

also instances of AT, e.g.
Functions

are defined by giving a name and their signature (i.e., domain, and range).

type EmployeeT is_3 Persnn'l' = ... ;

Domain and range of functions are given by names of types. Functions can be single-valued

If the SUbtype relationship is_a (generali zation) holds between supertype AT and SUbtype BT,

or set-valued. In the latter case, lower and upper bounds on the number of result values can

the following must be true:

be specified. For instance 1 ,

jUllc/(AT)

function siaff : Company'" - set_of II :ml Employee'/';
defines a function staff that returns between I (minimum) and m (maximum) objects of
type EmployeeT, when applied to an object of type COnlpanyT. Function definitions like the

~

junc/(BT) ; (that is, all function s defin ed on AT are defined on BT too) and

functions on BT may be more restricted than they are on AT (that is, domain and/or range
of the function in BT may be SUbtypes of those in AT, and/or cardinality restriction s can
be sharper).

one shown above describe the interface of the function. The implementation is specified
separately. Functions are a uniform abstraction of "attributes" and "relationships" of classical

SUbtyping defines a partial orde:r

"::5" on t)' pe:s. typically forming a (semi -) lattice of types,

such that for any two types their lowest upperbound is always defined. The top element of

data models.

the lattice is the most general type Objec/T (therefore , all instances of defined types in the
A useful feature is the capability of defining inverses of functions. In the example above,
we can imagine a function work.lJor mapping back from objects of type EmployeeT to those

database are also instances of ObjcuT). We allow multiple inheritance. As a consequence of
subtyping, objects may be an instance of more than one type.

object(s) of type CompanyT that relate: to them via scaff. In this case the function definition
of scaff above would be changed to
function siaff : Company'" -

~et_ur

Classes.
II :ml Employee'/' inverse worksJor;

This is an integrity constraint on legal values of staff and worksJor. The constraint will be
enforced by the system.

We strictly distinguish types fmlll classes. following e.g. [AC08S , Bee89) . A class

C represents a set of objects, called its extent (ex /ent(C)), that is associated with a type, its
element type (type(C)). In a class definition , we specify a class name and the element type2 :
class EmployeeC : Employed ';

There may be any number of classes for a particular type (for instance, as the result of
In this paper. we write a ...T at the end of an identifier 10 make ctear that it is a type.

We write a .. .C at the end of an identifier to m:.ke

ctC<1r

Uwt it is a ctass.
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selection operations; see below). Notice that object sets are homogeneous in the sense that

Variables and Assignments.

one single object type is associated with the set (class), even though objects in the class may

jects. They have to be declared with their type in the database sublanguage, such that

also be instances of several other types.

compile-time type checking applies to variables too. For example,

Variables are used as temporary names ("handles") for ob·

var My_Chevy: AutomobileT;

declares a variable of type Awomobi/eT. Hence, the object variable can, for example, be
Subclasses.

A subclass relationship

"r;:;"

can be defined on classes as a combination of

the subtype relationship among their element types and the subset relationship among their

assigned the result of an object creation in order

The class YoungC is a subclass of PersollC with the same type, but a subset of the objects,

identify the new object in subsequent

(update) operations:
My_Chevy := insert [ ... I (AUIomoiJileC).

instances. Consider the followin g example :
type Emp/oyeeT is_a PersonT = ... ;
class PersonC : PersonT;
class YoungC subclass_or PersollC : Per.wnT;
class Emp/oyeeC subctass_or PersonC : Employed ';

to

The object on the right· hand side of the assignment is not copied to the left-hand side,
rather we can think of assigning just a "pointer" (e.g., the Olel) to the variable on the left.
Particularly, all updates that are applied to objects referred to by variables are propagated to
the persistent database objects.

whereas EmployeeC is a subclass because EmployecT is a SUbtype of PersonT. A class BC
is a subclass of superclass AC, iff
cxtent(BC)

~

extent(AC) ; (that is, a subset relation ship holds between the object sets),

Selection

(select [P) «sel-expr» ). The selection predicate P is a boolean-valued function

defined by type implementors or users. Like in the nested relational model, selection predicates
may include nested subqueries, e.g., on set-valued functions [5586].

and/or
rype(BC) j rypc(AC); (that is, the underlying types are subtypes), or rype(BC) = rype(AC)
but at least one function in BC differs from that in AC by a different implementation

Selections return a subset of the input set of objects, namely those satisfying the predicate.
The type of the set is unchanged, i.e., it is type( <set-cxpr».

(overriding).
Projection

in the relational model drops some columns of a table, that is, reduces the

Notice that, unlike e.g. [BBB +88, Kim 891, we consider the extent of a class AC as the set

number of attributes of the input tuples. Also, duplicates that may eventually result from

of objects in AC and all of its subclasses.

dropping distinguishing attributes are eliminated.

2.2 Object Algebra

elimination is not an issue, since objects are not distinguished by their function values but

Object projection shall behave similar to relational projection.

However, duplicate

by identity (i.e., their Olel). We will use the project operator with an object-preserving
One of our primary goals in th e model is a strongly-typed algebra that allows for static type
checking [BTBOS9]. This is achieved by using the type associated with a class to check
whether the operations on the class mem bers are legal. In order to obtain a set-oriented
algebra, we define the input and output of the operations to be scts of objects. That is,
query operators can be applied

to

extents of classes, set-valued functions, or query results.

semantics. A projection ( projecl[Aj , .. ., Ail «scl-expr» ) requires a list of functions AI ,
..., Aj defined on the type of the input. The output of a projection is a set with a (usually
new) type, a supertype of the input type , as less functions are defined on the output, namely
only those listed in the projection, All objects of th e input set are also elements of the output
set (object preservation),

Syntactically and for convenience, we use the c1assname C as a shorthand for extellt(C) in the
language, Due to the set-oriented style of the query language, objects are typically unnamed.
If we (temporarily) need a name for an individual object in a program, we use variables
instead.

Exlend.

Projection eliminates functions . For views and joins, defining some new, derived,

functions can also be a very useful operation. In general, extend [<!name>:=<cxpr>, ." ]
«set-expr» takes as input a set <sel -expr> and

it

(list of) function definition(s), Obviously,
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the function names given must be diffcrent from any existing functions for the type of the

update mode can help increase the performance of updates. In order to apply set-oriented

input. The function(s) have to be defined on the input type, that is, the functions need to

updates, we provide a descriptive iterator that takes the update method(s) as a parameter.

be evaluable in the context of the objects in the input set. The objects of the input set are
preserved, that is, extend returns a set with the same objects as the input, but with a new
type, a subtype of the input type (all the old functions plus the new ones are defined on it).3

update [m] «sel-cxpr»;

The semantics of this statement is obvious : mcthod m is applied to all objects that result from
the set expression. Notice that <set-apr> may be a query, applied on a class C. Update
could also be called "apply_to_all".

Set operations.

We do not need to take any special care about set operators (union,

As a second extension to type-specific update operations, we provide a set of generally

difference, and intersection). As the extent of classes are sets of objects, we can perform set

applicable generic update operatio/ls. Such generic update operations can be used by type

operations as usual. One notable point is the criterion for duplicate elimination (or equality

implementors to define type-specific methods. The generic update operations include insert

determination): the mathematical notion of equality is identity in case of abstract objects_ So,

[<object spec>] (C) and delete I <predicate> I (C) methods to create and destroy objects

this is the notion that is used in the set operarions 4 . Other types of equality (like shallow

(possibly in a set-oriented fashion) , add I <ohject spec>] (C) , and remove [<predicate>]

or deep equality) can be defined based on the values of functions defined on the objects,

(C) to add existing objects to a class or to remove them from classes, respectively, and set

recursively_ The result type of the union operation is the lowest common supenype of the

[<argument spec>] (C) to set functions to new values. These are similar to other proposals

argument sets. The difference operation (A - B) yields a subset of A with the same type.

for object manipulation languages.

Finally, intersection can be derived from difference, as usual.
Notice that these generic update operations may not only be applied
These are the basic object preserv ing operators of our algebra. Other operators, such as join
(cf. Section 3.4) can be derived from them.

to

classes, but also

to set-valued attributes and query results. Just as type-specific methods, these operations are
applicable inside an update. For instance, we can add all employees making more than 5DK
to the staff of the CS department by the following operation:

2.3 Update Operations

update I add I select Isalary > 50K I (EmployeeC)1 (staff)] (select lname = ·CS'I (Depar/mcnlC)) .

One of the main objectives of the object-oriented approach to data modeling is to use only
type-specific methods for manipulating objects, so as to guarantee consistency when updating
objects. We do support this kind of functionality in our model by means of methods: Types
are described by a set of (retrieval) jllllclio/ls and

II

3 Subschemas, Views, and Updates

set of (update) methods applicable to their

instances. Therefore users can apply type-specific methods to update objects 5 .
As a first extension, like in the relational case, we want to be able to specify set-oriented
updates; that is, identify a set of objects to be updated (e.g., as a query) and submit the update
method for execution on all qualifying objects in a single call to the DBMS . This set-oriented
If necessary, we can make an extend opermion automatically define the inverse of the new function, too.
We simply append the phrase "with inverse <invnulIJe>" to the expression to give the inverse function a name
of our choice.
this is the problem of determining uni4ueness of objcclS as mentioned in [Kim89]. The other lWO problems
mentioned there, heterogeneity and scope of classes, are tremed differently in our model: classes are considered
homogeneous, and the extent always includes all subclasses (see above).
S
In this case. or course, consistency preservmion lies in the responsibililY or the implementor of the methods.
Methods arc used as parameleri7.ed update-forms (similar to 'canned transaclions' in a 11> environment) by users.
Neilher the DBMS nor the user of such methods have to worry about integrity constrainlS during updates as this
is done by the methods.

We distinguish a global database schema (logical or conceptual schema) describing the whole
database. Classes contained in the global schema are called base classes, objects in these
classes are stored as base objects. Queries can be used to define views, that is, additional
derived view classes. The extent of views is usually not stored explicitly, but rather computed
from the view-defining query upon demand 6 . Views provide a specialized interface to some
base objects. A user or an application program usually works only with a small ponion of
the global schema, a subschema that is particularly tailored for the task performed. Such a
subschema consists of a collection of base and/or view classes together with the functions
defined on them.
even though views may be matcrialized for performance rcasons, but then care mUSl be taken lO keep them
consistent
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We want to allow arbitrary queries to serve as view definitions, such that, if <Query> is
a well defined query, then

For example, we may wish to "hide" the salary from the users of a view Pub/icEmpV on
EmployeeC by projecting the salary function away:
define view Pub/icEmplV as

define view <name> as <query>

project

I "all but salary"

J (EmployeeC).

could be a view definition. Due to the different semantics of our query language operators
we distinguish two kinds of views in our model: relaciollal views and object views. In this
paper, we discuss only object views, the difference is briefly the following:

~
Relational Views: (Nested) relational views consist of values (tuples), hence the result

~~

+

can be used to communicate with other (value-oriented) systems in a heterogeneous
environment, since relational interfaces are fairly standard. These views are defined by
queries using the extract operator (see [SS90b, SS90a) for details).

+

Object Views: For object views, after execution of the above statement, <name> will
appear as a (persistent) class of the database, just like base classes. The only difference
to base classes is that the extent of the view is defined by the <Query> expression, based

~~
/~,
~--E-m"'{I""V-~-

soc#

EliCEm~hircda;O
~
0

,

~salary_r'\

~

on the extents of other (view and/or base) classes. Such views are defined by queries

(b)

(0)

with object preserving operators only.
Figure 1. Projeclions create supcrclasscs.

Object views can be used as the arguments of update operations, as they are simply names
for queries. In the relational context, updating views, however, has been subject to several
restrictions. We will not elaborate on this aspect here, but for example, updating (projection)
views may be ambiguous due to duplicate elimination. In the object model, since we have
Users of this view operate on exactly the same objects (the same extent) as those in

object identity, the view update problem is less severe.

EmployeeC, they can use all the employee functions, except salary (see Fig. Iaf.

In the sequel, we will discuss the updatability of object views and give some examples.
Classifying the query result is not always as simple as described above. Assume we want

Among the update operators described in Section 2, there are two, add and remove, that
directly manipulate the extent of a class. Because a view's extent is always defined by the

to

define another view that contains only the employee's name and salary by the expression

query expression and the extent of the base class, application of add and remove to the

define view EmpVas project [name, salary I (EmployeeC). Certainly, the result is a superclass

view class have the same effect as if the argument were the underlying base class (in detail

of EmployeeC, but neither a subclass (because soc# and hiredate is not defined on EmpV)

see [SJL+90)).

nor a superclass of PublicEmpV (because salary is not defined on PublicEmpV). EmpV is a
subclass of PerSOIlC, because the instances of EmpV are the same as of EmployeeC, which

3.1 Projection Views

is a subclass of PerSOIlC, and the type of EmpV is a subtype of PersollC (see Fig. lb).

Projection views are superclasses of their underlying base class with changed types. A list of
functions that can be used in the view serves as the parameter of the projection. Projection
"has no effect" on the instance level, it just affects object types by "hiding" some functions
(like a "type cast").

As type checking works on the c/a.u levet, using the salary function on class PublicEmpiV would result in
a (compile-time) type error, even though each emptoyee object "has" both types. EmployeeT and PublicEmpfT.
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Updates perfonned on the view will also affect the elements of class EmployeeC, since

3.2 Selection Views

they are the same as those of PublicEmpiV. Creating an object in a projection view is feasible.
An instance of the type of the view class is created and all properties available in the view
can be defined. Suppose we create a new employee object in the PublicEmpiV view defined

select companies having at least one branch in New York (see Fig. 2a):

by a project, using the following insert operation:
NewEmp := insert [ name := .... addr := .... socII := .. ,

Selection views are subclasses containing all objects satisfying the selection predicate. the
functions available on the view (i.e., the type) remain unchanged. As an example, we can

I

(PublicEmplV);

This insert command implicitly adds the NelVEmp to the EmployeeC class to keep the extents
of the view PublicEmpiV and the class Emp/oyeeC consistent. Obviously, we cannot assign

define view NYCompV as
select [ 0 'I select I name

= 'New York'

J (location) ] (CompanyC) .

This is a well-defined selection, since "0 ;f select [/lame = 'New York') (locarion)" is a valid
predicate, which happens to include a (sub) query.

a salary to the new object. since this function is hidden in the view. Thus. in order to pay
the new employee, we must use a subschema that includes the EmployeeC class. After a
transaction using such a subschema retrieved the NewEmp object, for instance, into a variable

e, it can apply:
set I salary := 2000 I (e).

Deletion from superclasses propagates to all subclasses in general. Therefore, deleting
objects from the view PublicEmpl\l automatically deletes them from the base class EmployeeC.
So, no special care has to be taken in the case of a view class.
Types of objects contain functions as well as methods (the latter could be considered as
functions with side-effects, cf. [WLH90J). Therefore, projections can also specify the subset
of methods to retain in the view. Hence, view objects can be modified by the methods
contained in the view. In particular, a projection may hide a retrieval function but contain
the corresponding update method such that a value associated with the object may be updated

(b)

(a)
FI~urc

2. Sel cc li ons create subclasscs.

but can not be retrieved. Consider the above example, where NewEmp is in PublicEmpl\l and
has therefore no salary function. Nevertheless there could be a raiseSalary method included
in the view, such that the following update is valid:
update [ raiseSalary(200) I (NewEmp);

Projection views can be used to restrict access privileges in a rather elaborate way: modification can be pennitted where retrieval is forbidden or vice versa.

Nevertheless. a select operdtion need not result in an immediate subclass of the input
class. For example, the expression
define view NYAulOCompV as
select [ 0 'I select [ name = 'New York' I (location) and 'Aulomobile' E products] (CompanyC).

yields a subclass of CompanyC but al so of AUloCompanyC and NYCompV (see Fig. 2b).
According to the definition of a selection vi ew as a subclass of the base class, creating
a new instance in NYCompV propagates to the base class Companyc. On the other hand,
for every newly created object of the base class, the classifying predicate for the selection
view detennines whether the object is visible in the view or not. Deleting an object from a
selection view causes its deletion from the view 's base class too.
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Modification of objects in the view poses no problems, the same functions as in the base

Recursive Functions.

Adding new functions to classes by extend views is not restricted

class are available. The only interesting case is, when an update operation changes values

to non-recursive function definitions. If the query language includes operators for recursive

that are part of the predicate. Consider the example below, where ThisComp is created as

function evaluation, such as transitive closure algorithms, we can write recursive functions

an object of ComponyC:

derived from normal ones. Consider a class PersonC with a cyclic function children. The

ThisComp := insert [name := .... location:= 'Paris'. president:= ... ] (CompanyC);
update[addNewLocation('NewYork' )J(ThisComp)

The update makes ThisComp visible in the NYCompV view. Similarly, if the last branch office
in New York of a NYCompV object is removed, the company is no longer part of the view.

following view can be defined:
define view ExtPersonV as extend I desc := LFP(chiidren U desc(children) I (PersonC).

ExtPersonV is extended by a descendents function, desc, that calculates recursively all
children and the children 's children (see Fig. 3b). With LFP we indicate, that the semantics

3.3 Extend Views

of this operation is the least fixpoint.

Views defined by extend are subclasses, the type of which is extended by some derived
functions. The view holds all objects of its sllperclass.

3.4 Join Views

We can, for instance, define a derived function rcspJor for employee objects by the
following query. The new function is the inverse of president; that is, for each employee,

Joins are usually used to combine objects that are related by some 'relationship' expressed as

resp Jor returns the set of companies for which he/she is president (see Fig. 3a)8:

a logical predicate over their values in some functions (attributes). The relationships that are
of most interest are realized via functions in our model. So, only a few other relationships

define view PresEmp/V as
extend [ respJor := select [presidenr=selr.EmployeeC] (CompanyC) I (EmployeeC).

On the instance level, the base class and the view are identical. Thus, creating or deleting

may eventually need to be established by some kind of join.
We have already seen a way of establ ishing new 'relationships' among objects, namely,

an object from the view implies its insertion/deletion in the base class and vice versa. Calling

defining new functions between them: the extend operator does this.

resp Jor for a non-president employee will simply return an empty set.

expressing join views in our model is to define the required relationship as a (set of two

The values of the extended function can not be updated directly. This is not particular
to views, but occurs with all derived functions.

inverse) new function(s) connecting the matching poirs of objects.
For example, to answer a query like "employees living in a town in which some (not
necessarily their) company is located" -

~'h;ldre"
respJor
(a)

So, one way of

t
~P",o~d~'
(b)

Figure 3. Extend define!> subLypes with new functions.

we can define a view loillcdEmp/V over the employee class by introducing a new function
LocolCamp returning companies located at the employees' home town by the following extend
operation:
define view JoinedEmp/V as select [LocalComp

#

~l

(extend [ LocalComp := select [address E location) (CompanyC) I (EmployeeC».

The view loinedEmp/V will be a subclass of EmployccC containing all EmployeeC objects, the
new function returns the set of "join partners". The selection with the predicate "LocolCamp

# 0"
Notice that we used selrEmployceC as a variable being bound to the "current" employee. the selection on
CompanyC is performed once per object in Emplo)'eeC. An alternative woutd be to use a query language syntax
with expliCit object variables (such as Select ... From £. ~ Employee .... cL [Bcc88. SS90bJ).

which would require an (equi-) join of the two

corresponding relations on the predicate "COMPLOC=EMP ADDR" in a relational DB - ,

implements the inner equi join.

(one-sided) outer equi join.

Withollt that selection, .IoinedEmp/V is actually a
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classification procedure, which is not even decidable if we consider arbitrarily complex
selection predicates.
The classification of the results of composite queries can generate more additional classes
in the class hierarchy than algebra operations involved in the query expression. Consider the
following queries QI and Q2 that are equivalent:

Loca/Emp/

QI : select [ age> 20 J ( project

r age. name J ( PersonC»

Q2: project rage. name J ( setect [ age> 20 J ( Person C»
Figure 4. RcsuIL of "joining" by symmetric extend.

The first expression generates first a superclass of PersanC according to the project and
second a subclass of that intennediate class. The second expression first generates a subclass

Adding the clause "with inverse Loca/En/pr' to the definition of Loca/Camp in the extend

of PersanC and then a superclass of this intennediate class (see Fig. 5). As a first observation,

operation will result in a symmetrical "join" result as shown in Figure 4, since the inverse

notice that both expressions end up at the same node in the type graph (as expected from

function will then connect the companies back to the employees. Technically, the symmetric

the algebraic equivalence). Furthermore, if we classified the result of the second expression

extend operation results in two new classes, one new subclass for each of the input classes.

(selection before projection), we would have liked to introduce the third class anyway, to

Notice that, if we were interested in employees living in the same town as their company's

avoid making the result an immediate subclass of "ObjectC".

location, we would have used the "warksJor" function instead of the class "CompanyC' in
the extend operation.

In general, classifying the result of complex queries might add a bunch of new classes
(at least one for each intermediate result) to the lattice. Obviously, most of these will not

"Joining" objects by means of the extend operator is object preserving, that is, the result

be useful for users. One way to hide this complexity is not to show the intennediate classes

of this join is a new "relationship" among existing objects. Creating, deleting and updating

at all. However, then the results will almost always be direct subordinates of "ObjectC",

objects in join views thus needs no special treatment. Update operations on "join" views

since no single subclass_of link to a base class would be correct. A second alternative is to
separate the subtype (is_a) and the subset meaning of the subclass relationship in the graphical

behave exactly as discussed for extend views.

representation by using two kinds of arcs. Then we could dispense with some intennediate
Alternatives for join-like operations, including object generating ones and comparisons
with other query languages' solutions to this problem are contained in [SS90aJ.

nodes. For instance, in the project-select example, the result is a subset of PersonC and a
supertype of PersanC. Hence, we could connect the result directly to PersonC via two arcs
one in each direction. Notice, however, that this representation is somewhat strange, since

3.5 Classifying Views defined by Composite Queries

now we have a subclass of a superrype! This clearly indicates the need to separate the two

The problem, as noticed in [Kim89J, is to define the position of the query result in the object

notions (also see [Bee89]).

lattice. That is, important questions are (i) what is the type of the result objects, (ii) where
is this (usually new) type located relative to the input types in the is_a graph, and (iii) what
is the relationship between input and output classes.

So far, our discussion concerned one single view as a result of querying a class. But of

For the individual operator of the language, we have specified the constraints according
to subtyping and subclassing relative to the input class. Particularly, we have already seen
that the result is not necessarily an immediate sub- or superclass of the input class.

3.6 Closure of Subschemas

In

general, detennining the final position of the result in the lattice may require a rather complex

course, we are want to collect a number of views together with some base classes to form
a subschema.
It is intuitively clear, that a designer is not completely free in his choice of classes and
views to be included in the subschema. For a class of type T in the schema, he has to include
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In order to fit the view classes into the general class/type lattice, we investigated the
effects of each query language operator w.r.t. type and extension and defined the position of
the result class in the lattice relative to the input class. While this relative positioning seems
fairly natural and straight-forward, some classification functionality know from AI systems
becomes necessary when we take into account, that
I.

query results are not necessarily direct sub- or superclasses of the input classes,

2.

composite queries may introduce quite a few intermediate classes,

3. objects can be instances of multiple types; in particular, objects can dynamically gain and
loose types during their life time,

Figure S. Classifying composite queries

the range type of every function defined in T. Thus, including one class into the schema can

4. update operations may affect the classification of objects; a change of an existing object
can make it an instance of a more specific type or a more general one.

demand to include a number of other classes.
Consider the class Emp/oyeeC, including it into the schema propagates to include companies as well, because this is the range of its worksJor function. If companies have a location
function with range cities, we would need to include CityC in the subschema too.

That is, a tight integration of AI system's technology and database system technology has
to

go beyond the level of structuring. We find several examples in the ooDBS framework

for the structural integration: ooDB models borrow concepts freely from semantic network
models and knowledge representation schemes as far as their built-in semantic relationships

In general we need to assure a closure property of subschemata, such that no function
leads out of the subschema (cL [TYIR8]).

4 Conclusions
We described the importance of providing a view definition capability in object-oriented

are concerned. In order to make full use of this complexity of the model, however, we have
to take into account the operational aspects of these systems, too. That is, at least some
limited form of reasoning capabilities need

to

be introduced into ooDBSs.
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